
At-A-Glance

  ▪ Powerful Search Capability: 
Identify an interaction on one 
endpoint, or search across 
your entire enterprise for 
specific behaviors

  ▪ Customizable Collection: 
Define any interaction and 
know exactly when and where 
it occurs in your infrastructure

  ▪  Real-time analysis: Identify 
and prioritize threats quickly 
and accurately for an optimal 
threat response

  ▪ Visibility into behaviors: 
Capture command line 
arguments for processes to 
understand immediately when 
a process is executed, how 
it was run and what options      
were enabled

  ▪ Smart Groups: Define custom 
groups to automatically 
correlate threats by business 
unit and manage endpoints    
in bulk

  ▪ Built-in intelligence-sharing 
publishes attack behavior to 
common SIEMs and  
aggregation tools

Taking Back Control of Your Security
Attackers have had the upper hand for too long. Organizations across the world are 
constantly overwhelmed with targeted, persistent attacks that impact personnel resources, 
finances and customer loyalty.   

CounterTack’s goal is to put organizations back in control of security by delivering 
actionable, real-time intelligence in a platform that is simple to deploy and operationalize.  

What Does CounterTack Sentinel Do?
CounterTack Sentinel is an enterprise-class, advanced endpoint threat detection and 
response platform. It delivers comprehensive attack intelligence to security teams so they 
can quickly identify and eliminate targeted threats on desktops and servers.

CounterTack’s driverless kernel module provides low-level visibility into malicious behavior 
from a stealth position, with no user presence and no impact on endpoint performance or 
stability. CounterTack Sentinel not only sees attacker behavior, it captures all events that 
unfold as part of that attack. This unprecedented visibility provides real-time context as 
threats escalate, so teams can make better security decisions. 

CounterTack Sentinel combines real-time OS-level surveillance with Big Data analytics to 
deliver automated threat detection, context and visibility across the enterprise. CounterTack 
Sentinel also ships with an advanced set of indicator profiles that automate the analysis of 
known and unknown threats. The built-in, and learned intelligence over time, characterizes 
attack techniques in real-time, like antivirus disabling, firewall modification and evasion, 
where signature-based analysis and whitelisting solutions are blind.

CounterTack Sentinel
Real-Time Endpoint Threat Detection and Response

The CounterTack Sentinel Management Console is built for unprecedented visibility for security teams and 

responders. Features include multiple dashboards and robust search to expand intelligence across active 

endpoints, classified threats, threat priority notifications and taint-based processes.



Big Data Analytics and 
Integration

  ▪  Real-time analysis engine 
follows attacks across the 
enterprise

  ▪  Knowledge Library identifies 
key events and classifies 
threat behavior

  ▪  Centralized management 
console

  ▪  Export to common SIEM and  
aggregation tools

  ▪  Built on Cloudera® Enterprise 
Core for scalability and 
reliability

  ▪ Cloudera® Manager 
functionality including 
management, monitoring, 
diagnostics and integration

  ▪ Real-time Delivery for HBase

CounterTack Sentinel Key Benefits
 ▪  CounterTack Sentinel is embedded into the OS — enjoying complete access to system 

behavior — and is tamper-resistant.

 ▪  CounterTack Sentinel captures every component of an attack and produces a real-time 
classification throughout the entire attack lifecycle, telling operators exactly what is 
happening.

 ▪  CounterTack Sentinel cuts down the time from infection to remediation with full context 
and impact analysis that goes beyond traditional malware attacks. 

 ▪  CounterTack Sentinel leverages Big Data analytics, allowing teams to monitor endpoints at 
scale, while ultimately providing more options for threat response.

 ▪ CounterTack Sentinel’s open API helps extend attack intelligence across other security 
deployments, such as SIEM, and adds more value for SOC operators and security analysts 
by adding contextual, real-time data for seamless integration into the most robust            
security platforms.

CounterTack Sentinel’s kernel modules install on workstation and server endpoints across the enterprise, 

giving teams widespread visibility of behaviors happening across the entire Operating System.

Driverless Kernel Module

  ▪   Continuous monitoring on  
desktops, laptops and servers

  ▪   Support for physical and virtual 
environments (VMware®, 
Microsoft® Hyper-V and Xen®)

  ▪  Operating system support
  – Windows XP SP3 (32-bit)
  – Windows 7 SP1  (32- & 64-bit)
  – Windows Server 2008 R2

  ▪  On-demand extraction of any 
file on any endpoint

  ▪  Compatible with AV tools from 
Symantec®, McAfee®, AhnLab®

Management
Console
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How Does CounterTack Sentinel Work?
The CounterTack Agent embeds itself deep within the endpoint OS, capturing all host 
behavior, including process and memory interactions, file manipulations, registry 
modifications and network activity. This vantage allows the agent to see system 
behavior after encryption and other obfuscation approaches have been removed.  

Endpoint intelligence is forwarded to the Endpoint Analysis Cluster, which 
characterizes attack activity in real time. 

CounterTack Sentinel tracks each interaction with the target OS, as well as its impact 
on the system, and offers enterprise-wide correlation  — exposing the anatomy of 
attacks while they’re still in progress. 

Operators can subscribe to real-time updates as threats escalate — providing the 
industry’s only “complete attack capture” — tracking advanced threats throughout 
their entire lifecycle.

Only CounterTack provides the behavioral intelligence and context required to 
identify attacks that have penetrated your defenses so you can eliminate threats 
before  sensitive data has been compromised. 

CounterTack Sentinel can be deployed enterprise-wide, and scales through collector 

nodes to monitor endpoints globally, with no performance impact.

CounterTack Sentinel. Take Back The Endpoint. 

Analysis Cluster 

Requirements
  ▪ CPU: Two or more Intel 
Xeon E5 processors

  ▪ Memory: 64 GB Ram

  ▪ Storage: 8-12 disks 
(one per CPU core); 
1 TB capacity (ea.) 
recommended; 7200 
RPM minimum spin 
speed

  ▪ Network: 2x1 Gigabit 
Ethernet NICs


